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Abstract
We de"ne and study a new A
=
-algebra structure on the cyclic bar complex of a commutative algebra.
Unlike the Getzler}Jones’ one, this new structure is compatible with the Adams operations and provides
therefore the right setting for studying operations on cyclic homology theories. Its construction relies on the
properties of some formal polytopes, which should be thought of as intermediates between Stashe! polytopes
and models for cyclic homology operations. ( 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
0. Introduction
Motivated by index theorems and two-dimensional topological "eld theory, Getzler and Jones
emphasized that one should, as far as possible, handle constructions on cyclic homology theories at
the chain level [4]. More precisely, they pointed out the striking role of Stashe!’s A
=
-algebra
structures in this setting (see also [2]). For example, the Hood}Jones product in negative cyclic
homology, which was "rst constructed by means of acyclic models arguments, is best understood
by constructing an A
=
-algebra structure on the cyclic bar complexes [6, 3].
We wish to de"ne a structure on the negative cyclic homology of a commutative algebra, at the
chain level, corresponding to the j-ring structure of the higher K-theory. The Getzler}Jones
A
=
-products are not suitable for that purpose since they behave badly with respect to the
Feigin}Tsygan and Loday’s Adams operations. That is why we construct a new A
=
-algebra
structure on the cyclic bar complexes, which induces the usual products on the various cyclic
homology theories. Adams operations are A
=
-algebra endomorphisms for this new A
=
-algebra
structure, which therefore should be &&the right one’’ for de"ning and studying operations on cyclic
homology theories at the chain level.
This construction avoids direct combinatorial computations. It relies on geometrical ideas and
extends to the cyclic setting the techniques which were developed in [10] for Hochschild homology.
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In particular, we construct some formal polytopes, which should be thought of as intermediates
between Stashe! polytopes [12] and models for cyclic homology operations.
The "rst section is devoted to the study of these polytopes and introduces the two fundamental
operations: higher twisted cartesian products and their linearization.
The second one focuses on the construction of a product and of &&higher homotopies’’ on the
cyclic bar complex of a commutative algebra over the rationals. We show that Adams operations
are endomorphisms of the corresponding A
=
-algebra structure.
1. Twisted cartesian products
Let us "rst recall a few de"nitions and results concerning polytope groups (see [5, 10] for further
details). In this section, vector space means real vector space and S
n
denotes the symmetric group of
order n. The "eld of real (resp. rational) numbers is written R (resp. Q). The ring of integers (resp.
the set of positive integers) is written Z (resp. N). A convex polytope is the convex hull of a "nite set
of points; a formal polytope is any linear combination of convex polytopes; a convex polytope is
degenerate if it is contained in a hyperplane.
Let E be a vector space of dimension n with a given ordered basisB"(e
1
,2, en). We recall that,
if P and Q are two subsets of E, their Minkowski product P e Q is the following set:
P e Q :"Mt#t@ D t3P, t@3QN
If P and Q are two convex polytopes, their Minkowski product is a convex polytope.
De5nition 1.1. The polytope groupP(E) is the quotient of the free commutative group over the set
of all convex polytopes in E by the following relations:
(i) If P and P@ are two convex polytopes such that P@ is the image of P by a translation with integer
coe$cients, their classes are equal in P(E).
(ii) The class in P(E) of a degenerate convex polytope is 0.
(iii) If P"Zn
i/1
P
i
is a decomposition of a convex polytope P into a union of convex polytopes
whose intersections P
i
WP
j
, iOj, are degenerate, the class [P] of P inP (E) is equal to the sum
of the classes of the P
i
’s.
Figure 1 illustrates the kind of identities which hold in P(R2).
De5nition 1.2. The group of n-dimensional simplices of E, *(E), is the subgroup ofP(E) generated
by the classes of the simplices:
QEp :"M(tp(1) ,2 , tp(n)) D 0)tn)2)t1)1N, p3Sn .
Notice that the de"nition of *(E) depends on the choice of an ordered basis B of E. When E is
the vector space Rn with its usual basis, we also use the notation Qnp for QEp .
An element [P] of *(E) has a unique decomposition
[P]" +
p|Sn
ap[QEp ], ap3Z
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besides, *(E) is provided with an involution g de"ned by
g ([QEp]) :"sgn(p)[QEp]
where sgn(p) is the signature of the permutation p.
If F is another vector space with an ordered basis B@, the direct sum E=F is provided with the
ordered basis de"ned by the concatenation of B and B@. The cartesian product ] induces
a Z-bilinear map from P(E)?P(F) to P(E=F) which restricts to a Z-bilinear map from
*(E)?*(F) to *(E =F) and we de"ne a product * from * (E)?*(F) to *(E=F) by setting
* :"g 3]3 (g? g).
The product [QEp ] * [QFb ] has a simplicial decomposition which is parametrized by the set Sh(k, l )
of (k, l )-shu%es (these are the permutations in S
k‘l
such that p (i)(p ( j) if i(j)k or k(i(j).
Precisely,
[QEp ] * [QFb ]" +
c|Sh(k,l)
sgn(c) [QE=Fc>(p Db)]
where (pDb) is the image of (p,b) under the embedding S
k
]S
l$
"S
k‘l
(see [10] for details on the
preceding constructions).
Proposition 1.3 (Patras [10]). „he dilation by k, Dk, k3N*, induces a group endomorphism of *(E).
=e de,ne Wk by Wk :"g 3Dk 3 g, to take into account the orientations. „he Q-vector space *(E) ?Q
decomposes as a direct sum
*(E)?Q" na
i/1
*(i)(E)
where Wk acts as ki on *(i) (E) (the decomposition does not depend on k).
„he corresponding projection from *(E)?Q to *(i)(E) is written n(i)
E
.
Since the dilations commute with cartesian products, we also have the following identity between
maps from *(E) ?*(F) to *(E=F):
Wk 3 *"* 3 (Wk? Wk ).
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De5nition 1.4. The geometric boundary d(E) of E is the set of all the codimension 1 subspaces of
E containing a codimension 1 face of one of the simplices QEp , p3Sn .
The set d(E) does depend on the ordered basisB and is in bijection with the ordered sequences of
vectors of length n!1 of the following type:
f (e
1
,2 , eL i ,2 , en) (where eL i means that ei is omitted).
f (e
1
,2 , ei~1 , ei#ej , ei‘12, eL j ,2 , en), i(j.
Such sequences are ordered basis for the vector spaces H3d(E).
De5nition 1.5. The boundary maps d : *(E)Pa
H|dE*(H) are the maps de"ned on the generators
of *(E) by
d ([QEp])"CG +
iOp~1(1)
tp(i)ei D0)tn)2)t2)1HD
#n~1+
i/1
(!1)i CG
n
+
i/1
tp(i)ei D0)tn)2)ti‘1"ti)2)t1)1HD
#(!1)nCG +
iOp~1(n)
tp(i)ei D0)tn~1)2)t1)1HD .
Proposition 1.6. Boundary maps commute with dilations: Wk 3 d"d 3Wk. Moreover, we have:
d 3 n(1)E "aH|d(E)n(1)H 3 d.
Indeed, when they act on Euclidean convex polytopes, dilations commute with boundaries. The
second identity follows from the "rst one and from the de"nition of the n(i)
E
as projections onto the
eigenspaces of Wk (see [10] for details).
We now introduce operations on Euclidean polytopes that we will use in the next section to
de"ne operations on cyclic homology theories.
Let E"(E,F
1
,2 , Fn) be a sequence of vector spaces with ordered basis. We set: mi :"dimFi ,
s(m
6
) :"m
1
#2#m
n
, F
1
:"F
1
=2=F
n
and *
1
(F) :"*(F
1
) ?2?*(F
n
).
De5nition 1.7. The twisted diagonal map DE associated to E is the following map from E to E= F
1
:
DE (t1
,2, tn) :"(t1 ,2 , tn ,
m1 5*.%4def
t
1
,2 , t1 ,
m2 5*.%4def
t
2
,2, t2 ,2 ,
mn 5*.%4def
t
n
,2 , tn) .
For any vector space <, let P
V
be the set of all convex polytopes in <.
De5nition 1.8. The twisted cartesian products are the maps TE from PE]PF1]2]PFn to
P
E=F1
de"ned by
TE (P,Q1
,2 , Qn) :"DE (P) e (Q1]2]Qn)
where Q
1
]2]Q
n
3P
F$
"P
E=F6
.
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Figure 2 illustrates the behaviour of twisted cartesian products in the simplest interesting case:
k"a
1
"1.
We de"ne, for any H
i
3d (F
i
), E =F
1
>H
i
3d (E=F
1
) by E=F
1
>H
i
:"DE(E) e (F1 =2=
H
i
=2=F
n
).
Proposition + De5nition 1.9. „he map TE induces a morphism „E from *(E) ?*
M
(F) to *(E=F
1
).
Moreover, for any H3d (E) (resp. any H
i
3d(F
i
) ), it also induces a morphism, written „HLEE (resp.
„HiLFiE ), from *(H)?*
1
(F) to *(H=F
1
) (resp. from *(E) ?*(F
1
) ?2?*(H
i
)?2?*(F
n
) to
*(E=F
1
>H
i
) .
„o take into account orientation phenomena, we set
BE :"g 3„E 3 (g?2 ? g)
and de,ne maps BHLEE and BHiLFiE by the corresponding formulas.
Notice that the maps „HLEE and „HiLFiE depend heavily on the embeddings HLE and HiLEi .
We will prove that the induced morphism „E is well de"ned. The same arguments show that the
maps „HLEE and „HiLFiE are also well de"ned. First of all, the map TE induces a map T @E from
P(E) ?P(F
1
)?2?P(F
n
) to P(E=F
1
). This follows from the very de"nitions: the map is
compatible with cuttings, glueings and translations. Therefore, we have to prove that, for any
c3S
n
, a
i
3S
mi
, the image of [QEc ]? [QF1a1 ]?2? [QFnan ] by T@E is contained in the subgroup
*(E?F
1
) ofP (E= F
1
). That is, we have to show that the class in P(E=F
1
) ofTE(QEc , QF1a1 ,2 , QFnan )
decomposes into a union of translates of the polytopes QE=F1p , p3Sn‘s(m6 ) .In fact T @E ([QEc ]? [QF1a1 ] ?2? [QFnan ]) is the class in P (E=F1
) of the polytope P
whose underlying set of points is
M(tc(1) ,2 , tc(n) , tc(1)#u(1)a1(1) ,2 , tc(1)#u(1)a1(m1) ,2 , tc(n)#u(n)an(1) ,2 , tc(n)#u(n)an(mn))/
0)t
n
)2)t
1
)1; 0)u(i)
mi
2)u(i)
1
1, "i3[1, n]N .
These sequences of coordinates satisfy the inequalities:
0)tc(i))tc(i)#u(i)mi 2)tc(1)#u(i)1 2
and we can split P into a union of convex polytopes according to the inequalities
0)tc(i))2)tc(i)#u(i)j 1)tc(i)#u(i)j~1)2)tc(i)#u(i)1 2.
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This is a disjoint union, up to degenerate polytopes. We have therefore (with the convention that
u(i)
mi‘1
"0):
P" Z
j1|*1,m1‘1+
2 Z
jn|*1,mn‘1+
M(tc(1) ,2 , tc(n) , tc(1)#u(1)a1(1) ,2 , tc(1)#u(1)a1(m1) ,2 ,
tc(n)#u(n)an(1) ,2 , tc(n)#u(n)an(mn) )/0)tn)2)t1)1; 0)u(i)mi 2)u(i)1 1
0)tc(i))2)tc(i)#u(i)ji 1)tc(i)#u(i)ji~1)2)tc(i)#u(i)1 2N .
Up to a translation with integer coe$cients, each of these polytopes identi"es with the polytope
whose underlying set of points is
M(tc(1) ,2 , tc(n) , v(1)a1(1) ,2 , v(1)a1(m1) ,2, v(n)an(1) ,2 , v(n)an(mn))/
0)t
n
)2)t
1
)1; 0)v(i)
ji~1
)2)v(i)
1
tc(i))2)v(i)ji 1N .
Such polytopes in turn decompose into a disjoint union of simplices QE=F1p , which is parametrized
by all the shu%es of the ordered sequences:
0)v(i)
ji~1
)2)v(i)
1
tc(i))2)v(i)ji 1, i"1,2 , n
which respect the ordering 0)t
n
)2)t
1
)1. This completes the proof. K
These computations yield explicit formulas for BE ([QEc ]? [QF1a1 ]?2? [QFnan ]): Writing them
down is a tedious but straightforward exercise.
Theorem 1.10 (A
=
-relations for twisted cartesian products). „he following identity holds:
d 3BE"A +
H|d(E)
BHLEE B 3 (d? 1 ?2? 1)
# n+
i/1
A +
Hi|d(Fi)
(!1)n‘+ i~1j/1mj BHiLFiE B 3 (1?2 ? d ?2 ? 1).
Indeed, there is a pointwise correspondence between twisted cartesian products and usual
cartesian products given by
P]Q
1
]2]Q
n
PTE (P,Q1 ,2 , Qn)
(t
1
,2 , tn , u(1)1 ,2 , u(n)mn )>(t1 ,2 , tn , t1#u(1)1 ,2, tn#u(n)mn ) .
This correspondence maps the boundary of a cartesian product to the boundary of the correspond-
ing twisted cartesian product, hence the boundary formulas for twisted cartesian products are given
by the suitable twisting of boundary formulas for cartesian products.
An explicit proof of the theorem can be given by expressing the polytopeTE (QEc , QF1a1 ,2 , QFnan ) as
a set of points characterized by certain inequalities among the coordinates. Expressing boundary
conditions in terms of these inequalities gives the identity.
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Proposition 1.11 (Adams relations for twisted cartesian products). „he following equality holds:
(k 3BE"BE 3 ((k?2?(k) .
Indeed, the coordinates (x
1
,2, xn , x(1)1 ,2 ,x(1)m1 ,2 , x(n)1 ,2 ,x(n)mn ) of a point in Dk 3TE
(P,Q
1
,2 , Qn) must satisfy
(x
1
,2, xn)3Dk(P)
(x(i)
1
!x
i
,2 ,x(i)mi!xi)3Dk (Qi)
and these relations also characterize the coordinates of the points of the polytope TE (Dk(P),
Dk(Q
1
),2 ,Dk(Qn) ). Taking into account orientations gives the expected result.
The proposition is illustrated in Fig. 3 hereafter.
De5nition 1.12. The linearization BE, -*/ (resp. B
HLEE, -*/
; resp. BHiLFiE, -*/
), of BE (resp. BH
LEE ; resp. BHi
LFiE )
is the map from *(E)?*
1
(F)?Q to *(E= F
1
) ?Q de"ned by
BE, -*/
:"BE 3 (n(1)E ? 1 ?2? 1)?Q
(resp. the map from *(H) ?*
1
(F)? Q to *(H=F
1
) ?Q de"ned by
BHLEE, -*/
:"(BHLEE, -*/ 3 (n(1)H ? 1 ?2? 1))? Q
resp. the map from *(E)?*(F
1
)?2?*(H
i
) ?2?*(F
n
) ?Q to *(E=F
1
> H
i
) ?Q de"ned
by
BHiLFiE, -*/
:"(BHiLFiE, -*/ 3 (n(1)E ? 1 ?2? 1))?Q .
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Proposition 1.13 (Adams and A
=
relations for the linearization of twisted cartesian products). =e
have
Wk 3BE, -*/"k )BE, -*/ 3 (1?Wk?2?Wk )
d 3BE, -*/"A +
H|d(E)
BHLEE, -*/ B 3 (d? 1?2? 1)
# n+
i/1
A +
Hi|d(Fi)
(!1)n‘+ i~1j/1mi BHiLFiE, -*/ 3 (1?2? d ?2? 1)B .
The proposition follows from the identities d 3 n(1)E "aH|d(E)n(1)H 3 d, Wk 3n(1)E "k )n (1)E and from
the Adams and A
=
relations (Theorem 1.10 and Proposition 1.11).
We conclude this section by a key lemma, which expresses the values of „HLEE . We set
E
0
:"(H, F
2
,2 , Fn) Ei :"(H,F1 ,2 , Fi =Fi‘1 ,2, Fn), i3[1, n!1] and En :"(H,F1 ,2 , Fn~1).
Lemma 1.14. If the ordered basis H of H is (eL
1
, e
2
,2 , en), then
TE (QHc , QF1a1 ,2 , QFnan )"QF1a1]TE0(QHc , QF2a2 ,2 , QFnan )
if H"(e
1
,2 , ei#ei‘1,2 , en), then
TE (QHc , QF1a1 ,2 , QFnan )"TEi (QHc ,QF1a1 ,2 , (QFiai]QFi‘1ai‘1 ) ,2 , QFnan )
and if H"(e
1
,2 , en~1 , eL n), then
TE (QHc , QF1a1 ,2 , QFnan )"TEn (QHc ,2, QFn~1an~1 )]QFnan .
The lemma can be proved expressing the corresponding polytopes as set of points, as in the proof
of Proposition 1.9.
2. Operations on the cyclic bar complexes
Let A be a commutative K-algebra with unit, QLK. Tensor products are taken over K. Set
AM :"A/K, and let CM
*
(A)"=
n|N
CM
n
(A) :"=
n|N
A? AM n be the cyclic bar complex of A (see [3]).
Set also C~
*
(A) :"CM
*
(A)?K[[u]] and C1%3
*
(A) :"CM
*
(A)?K[u~1, u]], where deg(u)"!2.
These are complexes for the boundary map which comes from the mixed complex structure of the
cyclic bar complex [3]. They compute the negative and periodic cyclic homology of A, respectively.
In this section, operations on the cyclic bar complex of A are associated to the formal polytopes
constructed in the "rst part of the paper. Most of the time, the veri"cation that an operation
corresponds to a certain polytope relies on a simple cutting and glueing argument. Such veri"ca-
tions are left to the reader.
Let E be again a vector space with an ordered basis B. To each element [P]3*(E).
[P]"+p|Sn np[QEp ], where np3Z, we associate a linear endomorphism of CM n (A), [PK ], de"ned by
[PK ](x
0
?x
1
?2?x
n
) :" +
p|Sn
npx0?xp~1(1)?2?xp~1(n) .
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Let H3d(E) be provided with the ordered basisH inherited from the ordered basisB of E, as in
Section 1. Then, any polytope [P]3*(H) can be written uniquely as +b|Sn~1 nb[QHb ]. We de"nea linear map [PK ]
HLE
from C
n
(A) to C
n~1
(A) in the following way:
(i) If H"(e
1
,2, eL j ,2 , en), the set map:
M1,2 , n!1)PM1,2 , nN
k(j>k
k*j>k#1
induces a map S
n~1
"Aut
Ens
M1,2 , n!1NPSn"AutEnsM1,2, nN, p>jp whose image leaves
j invariant. By de"nition, [PK ]
HLE
(x
0
?2?x
n
) is given by the following sum:
+
b|Sn~1
nbx0xj ?xjb~1(1)?2?xjb~1(j~1)?xjb~1(j‘1)?2?xjb~1(n) .
(ii) If H"(e
1
,2 , ei~1 , ei#ej , ei‘1 ,2, eL j ,2 , en), then, with the same notation,
[PK ]
HLE
(x
0
?2?x
n
) is given by the following sum:
+
b|Sn~1
nbx0? yjb~1(1)?2? yjb~1(j~1)? yjb~1(j‘1)?2? yjb~1(n)
where yjb~1(l) :"xjb~1(l) if jb~1(l)Oi and yjb~1(l)"xixj if jb~1(l)"i.
Example 1. The boundary of [Qn
1
], d[Qn
1
]3=
H|d(Rn) *(H) induces a map from CM n (A) to CM n~1(A).
It is equal to the usual Hochschild boundary map b (notations are as in [8]). More generally,
b 3 [Qnp
Y ] is equal to the map induced by d[Qnp]3=H|d(Rn) *(H).
Example 2. The virtual polytope (Wk[Qn
1
])3* (Rn) induces a linear endomorphism of CM
n
(A). By
[10], it is equal to the usual nth Adams operation, also written Wk, on the Hochschild complex.
Moreover, for any p3S
n
, we have Wk 3 [Qnp
Y ]"Wk[Y Qnp] [10, Proposition 5].
For any sequence of integers, m
1
"(m
1
,2 ,mn), set CM m6 (A) :"CM m1(A)?2?CM mn (A). Besides, let„
m6
be the map from CM
m6
(A) to CM
s(m6 )‘n
(A) de"ned by
„
m6
(1 ?x(1)
0
?x(1)
1
?2?x(n)
mn
) :"$1?x(1)
0
?2?x (n)
0
?x(1)
1
?2?x(1)
m1
?2?x(n)
mn
where the sign on the right-hand side is given by the signature of the corresponding permutation.
Finally, let E"(E,F
1
,2 , Fn) be as in Section 1.
De5nition 2.1. Let [P]3*(E=F
1
) (resp. [P]3* (H=F
1
), H3d (E); resp. [P]3*(E=F
1
> H
i
),
H
i
3d (F
i
) ).
Let [P]E be the map from CM m6
(A) to CM
s(m6 )‘n
(A) de"ned by [P]E :"[PK ] 3„m6 . We also de"ne mapsfrom CM
m6
(A) to CM
s(m6 )‘n~1
(A) by
[P]HLEE :"[PK ]H=F1 LE=F1 3„m6
[P]HiLFiE :"[PK ]E=F1 >HiLE=F1 3„m6 .
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Example 3. If E"(R,Rn) and [P]"BE ([0, 1]? [Qn1])3*(R=Rn), the map [PK ]E from CM n (A)
to CM
n‘1
(A) is equal to the normalized Connes’ boundary map BM (see e.g. [8], 2.1.9 for a de"nition
of BM ).
Example 4. If E"(R2,Rn,Rm) and [P]"BE([Q21] ? [Qn1]? [Qm1])3*(R2=Rn=Rm), then
[P]E is equal to the Getzler}Jones and Loday cyclic shu%e map [3, pp. 279; 8, pp. 127].
More generally, if E"(Rk,Rm1,2, Rmk), and [P]"BE ([Qk1]?2? [Qmk1 ]), then [P]E is equal
to the corresponding Getzler}Jones (higher) cyclic shu%e operator on the Hochschild complexes
[3, pp. 279].
Lemma 2.2. ‚et [P] belong to *(E=F
1
). =e also assume that d[P]3 (=
H|d(E) * (H= F1
)) =
(=
i|*1,n+
(=
Hi|d(Fi) *(E=F1
>H
i
))) and write d[P] for the induced map from CM
m6
(A) to CM
s(m6 )‘n~1
(A).
„hen b 3 [P]E"d[P].
The identity follows from the equalities in Example 1.
Lemma 2.3. ‚et [P] belong to *(E=F
1
), then Wk 3 [P]E"(Wk[P])E .
Example 5. It follows from this lemma and from Example 3 that Connes’ boundary map (almost)
commutes with Adams operations. Namely,
Wk 3BM "kBM 3Wk.
Lemma 2.4. If E"(Rn,Rm1,2 , Rmn), then, the following identity holds between morphisms from
CM
m6
(A) to CM
s(m6 )‘n
:
(BE([Qn1
] ?Wl1([Qm1
1
]) ?Wl2 ([Qm2
1
])?2?Wln ([Qmn
1
]))E
"(BE ([Qn1]? [Qm11 ]?2? [Qmn1 ]))E 3 (Wl1 ?2?Wln) .
Lemma 2.3 is a consequence of [10], Proposition 5 (see also Example 2). Lemma 2.4 is proven by
the same kind of computations.
De5nition 2.5. Let k
n
: (CM
*
(A) )?nPCM
*
(A) be the multilinear map of degree n de"ned by
"m
6
"(m
1
,2 , mn), kn DCM m6 (A)
:"(BE, -*/ ([Qn1]?2? [Qmn1 ]))E
where E :"(Rn,Rm1,2 , Rmn).
Proposition 2.6 (Adams relations for the k
n
’s). =e have
Wk 3kn"k ) kn 3 (Wk?2?Wk).
This identity follows from the Adams relations for the linearizations of twisted cartesian
products.
We write u for the shu%e product on the reduced Hochschild complex [8, 4.2].
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Proposition 2.7 (A
=
relations for the k
n
’s). On CM
m6
(A) we have
b 3kn"(!1)(n~1)m1u 3 (Id?kn~1)#
n~1
+
i/1
(!1)ik
n~1
(Id?2?u?2? Id)
#(!1)nu 3 (kn~1? Id )#
n
+
i/1
(!1)n‘m1‘2‘mi~1k
n
(1 ?2? b ?2? 1).
The identity follows from Proposition 1.13, Lemma 1.14, from the combinatorial description of
the product * in Section 1 by means of shu%es and from Lemma 2.2.
De5nition 2.8 (A
=
operations on the negative and periodic cyclic complexes). Let m
n
, n3N
be the K[[u]]-multilinear (resp. K[u~1, u]]-multilinear) operation from (CM
*
(A)?K[[u]])?n to
CM
*
(A) ?K[[u]] (resp. replacing K[[u]] by K[u~1,u]]) de"ned by
m
1
:"b#uk
1
m
2
:"u#uk
2
m
n
:"uk
n
.
Observations. m
1
is the usual boundary map on the negative and periodic cyclic complexes, since
k
1
"BM (Example 3). The product m
2
is di!erent from the Getzler}Jones and Loday product on
negative and periodic cyclic complexes [3, 8], as can be easily checked (this property also follows
from the description of k
2
in Proposition 2.12).
Let us recall from [12] or [3] the de"nition of A
=
-algebras. These are di!erential graded
algebras which are associative up to a coherent family of higher homotopies. Precisely, a graded
vector space < is an A
=
-algebra if and only if it is provided with a family of multilinear maps
m
n
: <?nP< of degrees n!2 satisfying for each n the relations
+
i‘j/n‘1
i
+
l/1
(!1)e(l,j)m
i
(a
1
,2 , al~1 , mj (al ,2, al‘j~1), al‘j ,2 , an)"0
where e(l, j) :"( j#1)l#j (n#+l~1
p/1
deg(a
p
) ).
Theorem 2.9. „he maps m
n
de,ne an A
=
-algebra structure on CM
*
(A)? K[[u]] (resp.
CM
*
(A)?K[u~1, u]]). „he Adams operations Wk are A
=
-algebra endomorphisms.
We recall that the action of the Adams operation Wn on CM
*
(A) is extended to the cyclic bar
complex CM
*
(A)?K[[u]] by setting: Wn(u) :"n~1u [8]. Since we are dealing with reduced
Hochschild and cyclic complexes, by the very de"nition of the maps k
n
, we have
k
n 3 (Id?2?kl ?2? Id)"0, "n, l.
The relations of an A
=
-algebra are then satis"ed by the m
n
, according to Proposition 2.7. The
Adams operations are A
=
-algebra endomorphisms by Proposition 2.6.
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This theorem implies, as a corollary, the compatibility with the products of the weight decompo-
sitions of the various cyclic homologies of a commutative algebra over the rationals (compare with
[1, 7}9]).
We conclude by giving a combinatorial description of the k
n
’s.
We recall from [10] that the projection *(Rn)?QP*(1)(Rn) is given by the "rst Eulerian
idempotent e1
n
3Q[S
n
] (see [11] for details on this idempotent). The rational coe$cients of e1
n
in its
expansion in the canonical basis of Q[S
n
] are written cp
e1
n
" +
p|Sn
cp p .
De5nition 2.10 (Cyclic shu%es with symmetries). For any n-uple m
6
"(m
1
,2 ,mn) and any p3Sn ,
we de"ne the cyclic shu%e with symmetry p, q
(p,m6 )
3Z[S
n‘s(m6 )
] as follows. By de"nition, sgn(p) )
q
(p,m6 )
is the sum over all the signed permutations b3S
n‘s(m6 )
"Aut
Ens
M1,2 , n#s(m
6
)N such that
(i) The ordered sequence b (p~1(1)),2 , b (p~1(n)) is increasing;
(ii) For i"1,2, n, the ordered sequences (b (i), b (n#m1#2#mi) ,2, b (n#m1#2#
m
i~1
#1)) are increasing up to any cyclic reordering (that is, either this sequence is increasing,
either for some j3[1,m
i
] the sequence b (n#m
1
#2#m
i~1
#j),2 , b (n#m1#2#
m
i~1
#1), b (i), b (n#m
1
#2#m
i
),2 , b (n#m1#2#mi~1#j#1) is increasing).
Let us de"ne an action of Q[S
i
] on A?AM ? i by
p(x
0
?2?x
i
) :"sgn(p)x
0
?xp~1(1)?2?xp~1(n) .
Proposition 2.11. „he action of k
n
on CM
m6
(A) is given by the following identity:
k
n
" +
p|Sn
cpq(p,m6 ) 3
„
m6
.
Indeed, by de"nition, if E"(Rn,Rm1,2 , Rmn), then
k
n DC
M
m6 (A)
"ABEAA +p|Sn cp ) [Qnp]B? [Qm
1
1
]B?2? [Qmn1 ]BBE
"A +p|Sn cn )BE ([Qnp]? [Qm
1
1
] ?2? [Qmn
1
])BE .
The geometric decomposition of these polytopes into a union of simplices gives the expected result.
Proposition 2.12. „he A
=
-algebra structure of „heorem 2.9 induces the Hood}Jones product in
negative and periodic cyclic homology (resp. the ‚oday}Quillen product in cyclic homology).
Since e1
2
"(1!p)/2, where p is the non-trivial permutation in S
2
, we get from Proposition 2.11
that k
2
"$B
2 3 (1#p)/2. Here B2 is Getzler}Jones’ cyclic shu%e map [3, p. 279] and the action of
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p3S
2
on CM
n
(A)?CM
m
(A) is given by p (x? y) :"(!1)n >my?x. The proposition follows from the
graded commutativity of the products in negative, periodic and usual cyclic homology [6].
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